For Bloomberg access you have to come to the Bloomberg Class in the Polak building on the 3rd floor, Y3-18. It is open during office hours and in the evenings and weekends.

On a Bloomberg terminal first login with your erna account to get a network and next with a username/password that can be found on your terminal screen, something like EDSCxx and BBLOOMxx.

To find bonds in Bloomberg use the SRCH. Type SRCH and select Fixed Income Search.

You can use “Fields” to apply screening criteria.

But let’s first click on “Asset Classes”. In example the only class we select is “Governments”.
When we click on “Security status” we can choose to include matured bonds.
Now you can use fields to add screening criteria. In this case we use rating and currency.

If you click on “Results” a new screen with the results that match your criteria will be shown. These results can be exported to Excel. Go to Actions > Export to Excel.